
ALL ASPECT 

DOUBLES 

EVENT 
 

Schedule: 
Check-in: 11:00am-11:50am. 
Table assignments and opening ceremony: 11:50am-
12:00pm. 
Round 1: 12:00pm-3:00pm. 
Lunch and rubric judging: 3:00pm-4:00pm. 
Round 2: 4:00pm-7:00pm. 
Break: 7:00pm-7:30pm. 
Round 3: 7:30pm-10:30pm. 
Awards: 10:45pm. 
 
 
Missions: 

Each mission specific secondary must be taken by 
each team.  

Each team will pick 2 other secondaries from the 
Chapter Approved 2021. 

Primary Objectives cannot be scored turn 1. 

Missions are custom and are listed below with how 
to place objectives for each game. 

  



MISSION 1: LET IT BURN! 

Mission Rules: 

Demolition: Units from each team’s army can 
perform the following action: Demolition (Action): 
One Infantry unit from your team’s army can start to 
perform this action at the end of your movement 
phase if it is within range of an objective marker that 
is not within your deployment half. A unit cannot 
start this action while there are any enemy units 
(excluding Aircrafts and units with the Fortification 
Battlefield Role) in range of the same objective 
marker. The action is completed at the end of your 
next Command phase. 

Smokescreen: Each time a unit for your team’s army 
starts performing the Demolition action, until the 
end of their next command phase, the 
corresponding objective marker creates a 
smokescreen, each time a ranged attack targets the 
unit performing the Demolition action subtract 1 
from that attack hit roll.  

 

Mission Objectives: 

Take and Hold (Progressive): at the end of each 
team’s command phase the team whose turn it is 
scores 5 victory points for each of the following 
conditions they satisfy (for a maximum of 15 victory 
points per turn). 

Control one or more objectives 
Control two or more objectives 
Control more objectives than your opponent. 
 

Mission Secondary:  
 
Demolitions (End Game): Each time you perform the 
Demolitions action successfully gain 5 victory points. 
Each objective can only have the Demolitions action 
successfully achieved once.  
 



MISSION 2: Extermination Sweep! 

Mission Rules: 

Sweep and Clear: Units from each team’s army can 
perform the following action: Sweep and Clear 
(Action): One unit from your team’s army can start 
to perform this action at the end of your movement 
phase if it is within range of any objective marker. A 
unit cannot start this action while there are any 
enemy units (excluding Aircrafts and units with the 
Fortification Battlefield Role) in range of the same 
objective marker. The action is completed at the end 
of your next Command phase. 

Outrider: Unites with the Fast Attack Battlefield Role 
gain the Objective Secured ability. If such units 
already have the Objective Secured ability, then each 
model counts as two models for the purposes of 
determining who controls the objective markers.  

 

 

Primary Objectives: 

Take and Hold (Progressive): at the end of each 
team’s command phase the team whose turn it is 
scores 5 victory points for each of the following 
conditions they satisfy (for a maximum of 15 victory 
points per turn). 

Control one or more objectives 
Control two or more objectives 
Control more objectives than your opponent. 
 

Mission Secondary:  
 
Sweep and Clear (Progressive): Score 1 point for 
each objective you control at the end of your next 
command phase if the unit performing Sweep and 
Clear (Action) is still alive and still controls the 
objective. 
  



MISSION 3: Precise Advancement! 

 

Primary Objectives: 

Unified Advance (Progressive): at the end of each 
team’s command phase the team whose turn it is 
scores 5 victory points for each of the following 
conditions they satisfy (for a maximum of 15 victory 
points per turn). 

Control one or more objectives. 
Control at least one objective labeled A and at least 
one objective labeled C. 
Control at least one objective marker labeled A, one 
labeled B and one labeled C. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Mission Secondary:  
 
Hold the Center (Progressive): Score 5 points at the 
end of you team’s command phase if you control 
more objective markers labeled B than your 
opponent does. If both teams have the same 
number of objective markers labeled B controlled 
then if you have more models within 9” of the center 
of the table you gain 3 points instead. This secondary 
cannot be scored turn 1. 
  



 


